The Next Big Thing For Business Is Here

The Samsung Galaxy S® 5 breaks boundaries with technology never-before integrated on a smartphone. Use comprehensive, advanced security that is ideal for both work and play with Samsung Knox™. Enjoy our most secure mobile experience yet through enhanced, business-ready SAFE™ (Samsung For Enterprise) features. Promote a work-life balance with innovations you and your employees will love, such as a brilliant screen, incredible camera and S Health™ tools, which include a built-in heart rate monitor.

Samsung GALAXY S® 5
Samsung Knox™

With Samsung Knox, work and play live together seamlessly on one device. This enterprise-grade hardware and software security platform meets the needs of demanding, highly secure corporate environments with more than 580 IT policies. Samsung Knox also features a container technology that provides a separate, secure persona designed to protect sensitive corporate information while keeping employees' personal lives private.

Enhanced Productivity and Security

Lightning-fast processing, Wi-Fi® and the latest 4G LTE technology ensure your device keeps up with your busy lifestyle. Ultra Power Saving Mode dramatically extends battery life to ensure you'll have the power you need for important client and conference calls. Advanced Microsoft® Exchange ActiveSync® features, multi-vendor Mobile Device Management support, on-device AES 256-bit encryption and VPN connectivity make the Samsung Galaxy S® 5 SAFE™ for business. The integrated fingerprint sensor coupled with a password or PIN further protects sensitive information, leveraging the power and peace of mind of two-factor authentication.

Elegant, Durable Design

Our best display technology shines on the 5.1" HD Super AMOLED® screen that breathes life into everything you watch, play and read. The 16 megapixel camera snaps photos in a split-second to make sure you capture every moment. And with IP67 dust and water resistance certification†, the Galaxy S 5 will not be compromised by the elements during work or play.

S Health™ and Heart Rate Monitor

The Galaxy S 5 features the first-ever built-in heart rate monitor on a smartphone that responds to your touch. With S Health, you can track your steps, map out exercises, set fitness goals, challenge your friends and monitor progress. It's the wellness center you can always keep by your side.

Compatible With New Samsung Gear™ Devices

The Galaxy S 5 works with Samsung's new line of groundbreaking wearable devices – the Samsung Gear™ 2, Samsung Gear™ 2 Neo and Samsung Gear™ Fit – so you can stay connected to your world right from your wrist when your device is out of reach.
Specifications

Display
5.1” HD Super AMOLED® (1080 x 1920)

Processor
2.5GHz Quad-Core Processor

OS
Android™ 4.4.2, KitKat

Dimensions
142.0mm x 72.5mm x 8.1mm, 145g

Camera
Rear – 16 Megapixel Phase Detection Autofocus Camera With Flash & Zero Shutter Lag, BSI
Front – 2 Megapixel Camera, BSI

Video Recording
Front HD Recording, Rear UHD Recording, HD 1080p, 30fps Playback

Battery
2,800mAh

Connectivity
Bluetooth® 4.0, GPS/GLONASS, Wi-Fi® 802.11a/b/g/n/ac, USB 3.0, IR LED, MHL 2.1, NFC

Memory
2GB RAM, 16GB Storage†† microSD™ Support for Cards Up to 128GB

††Portion of memory occupied by existing content.